Abstract. It is shown that the space of real-valued continuous functions, with the compact-open topology, defined on a Urysohn Ar-space X is almost a-compact if and only if X is submetrizable.
A topological space X has a metrizable compression if its topology contains some metrizable topology on X. Such a space is also called submetrizable. A similar definition can be given for a space having a separable metrizable compression. A space is almost a-compact if it contains a dense a-compact subspace. Note that every separable space is almost a-compact. These concepts play an interesting role in the theory of functions spaces, as the following theorem found in [4] illustrates. The notation C"(X) and CK(X) are used to denote the space of real-valued continuous functions on X with the topology of pointwise convergence and the compact-open topology, respectively. (b) CW(X) has a separable metrizable compression if and only if X is separable.
•(c) CKiX) has a metrizable compression if and only if X is almost a-compact.
In this paper we prove a theorem which is dual to statement (c) of Theorem 1, just as (a) is dual to (b). This dual to (c) is: CK(X) is almost o-compact if and only if X has a metrizable compression. Unfortunately, the "only iF' part of this statement requires that X be a /c-space. This will be illustrated with an example. We shall use in our proof two well-known theorems. The versions of these theorems which we need are the following, and can be found in [3] Therefore F is a subalgebra of CK(Z). Next, if we establish that F separates points, then the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem will tell us that F is dense in CK(Z). So let x, y E Z with x =£ y.
Then there is an n E N such that Nx/n(x) n Nx/n(y) = 0, where Nx/n(x) denotes the open (l/n)-ball in Z centered at x. Since F" is a partition of unity, there is some/ E F such that/(x) =£ 0. Now there is some z E Z such that/is supported on Nx/n(z). Hence y fj Nx/n(z), so that/(y) = 0. Therefore F separates points and is thus dense in CK(Z). If we can show that each F"" is equicontinuous, then since it is pointwise bounded it would have compact closure in CK(Z) by the Ascoli Theorem. Therefore CKiZ) would be almost a-compact as desired. So let n E N be fixed, and let e > 0 and x E Z. For each i between 1 and n, there exists an open neighborhood U¡ of x in Z such that U¡ intersects only BiX, . . ., Bik of %¡. Let/,, . . . ,/Ä be the members of F" supported on BiX, . . . , Bik, respectively. For each Fy, there exists a 5,-, > 0 such that fjiNSijix))ENe/n>ifjix)) and A^ (x) E U, Define 8 = min(<5i:/|l < i < n and 1 < j < /c,j.
To see that g(JVä(x)) E A/£(g(x)) for every g E F"", let g E F"". Then g = gx + ■ ■ ' +&>&<«> where each g, E F'n. We may assume without loss of generality that none of the g, are constant on Nsix). Now each g¡ -riSn ■ ■ ■ gn,, h < n, where |r,| < 1 and each gv G Ff U • • • UíJ. Here again we may assume that the gtj are not constant on Nsix). Then each g0 is a member of {fj\l < i < n and 1 < / < /c,}, so that g,(A^*)) CA^ (&/(*))• But then g,(Nt(x))QN./m(g,(x)), and therefore giNsix))ENeigix)), as desired. Then F"" is equicontinuous, and CKiX) must be almost a-compact.
D
Now we take CKiX) to be almost a-compact and show that under certain mild restrictions, X must be submetrizable.
Theorem 5. Let X be a Urysohn k-space. If CKiX) is almost a-compact, then X is submetrizable.
Proof. Let F= U"eNF" be a dense subset of CKiX), where each F" is compact. For each/ E CK(Ar), let Rf be a copy of R, and let R" = HfeFnRf. Now for each n E N, define the function tp": X -^ Rn by cp"(x) = </(x))y6Fn
for each x E X. Suppose temporarily that n E N is fixed. If Sf is a subset of /?y for each/ E F", the expression (S/)feF will denote the set of elements of Rn whose/th component is in Sj.
We wish to define a base for a uniformity of tp"(Ar). n U «*,/m(/(*))W X <AVm(/(*))>/e J iêï Clearly each ju^ is symmetric and contains the diagonal in <p"(X) X y"(X).
Let m E N; we wish to establish that there is some k E N such that fik ° nk E ¡im. Our candidate is k = 2m. So let (tp"(x), <p"(z)) E nk ° /%. Then there is a v E X such that (<p"(x), <p"(y)) E ¡ik and (<p"(y), %(z)) E iik. There are xx, x2E X such that for every/ E F", both f(x), f(y) E Nx/k(f(xx)) and f(y), f(z) E Nx/k(f(X2)). Then for every / E F", f(x) E Nx/m(f(y)) and f(z) E N\/mU(y)\ so that (<p"(x), <pn(z)) E jum. Therefore {¡im\m E N} is a base for some uniformity %" on ^"(A^. Define Z" to be <p"(X) with the topology induced by %". (Note that Z" has a larger topology than <pn(X) considered as a subspace of Rn.)
We now need to establish that <p" : X -> Z" is continuous. Let m E N, and let x E X. We must find a neighborhood (7 of x in A' such that <p"(U) E (im[<p"(x)]. Since X is a /V-space and F" is compact, then by the Ascoli Theorem, Fn is equicontinuous. So there is a neighborhood U of x in X such that/([/) ç Ni/«,(/(*)) f°r every/ E F". But this is precisely what is needed for <p"(U) E ^[^"(x)], so that <¡p": X -> Z" must be continuous. Now we shall let n vary. Notice that each Z" is metrizable since the uniformity has a countable base. Therefore the product Z = LT"eNZ" is metrizable. (¡p"(y). But this means that <p(x) ^ <p(/), so that tp is injective as desired. Therefore X must be submetrizable. fj Theorem 4 can be extended to spaces of continuous functions mapping into absolute retracts for metric spaces instead of mapping into R. Also Theorem 5 can be extended to spaces of continuous functions mapping into spaces containing arcs as retracts.
We now give an example showing that the k-space hypothesis in Theorem 5 cannot be omitted. Let X be R with the following topology. Each [t] is open for i^O, and the open sets containing 0 are the sets containing 0 which have countable complements. This space is called Fortissimo space in [5] . It is a regular Lindelöf space, but is not a /c-space. Corson showed in [1] that CK(X) is almost a-compact, but is not separable. Therefore since CK(X) is not separable and since the cardinality of X is 2"°, then X could not be submetrizable because of Vidossich's Theorem in [6] (see also Theorem 3 in [4] )-Finally we conclude by observing a consequence of Theorems 1 and 4. First note that if a space is submetrizable, then it is almost a-compact if and only if it is separable. This is because compact submetrizable spaces are metrizable and hence separable. Proof. Necessity follows from Theorem 1(c) and Theorem 4. Sufficiency follows from Theorems 1(a) and (c). □ Theorem 6 is in fact true for any topology on the function space which is larger than or equal to the topology of pointwise convergence and smaller than or equal to the compact-open topology.
